• *Think. Check. Submit.* campaign
• Help researchers identify trusted journals
• A simple checklist to assess credentials
• Help ensure a corpus of quality literature
More research is being published worldwide
New journals launched each week
Can be a challenge to find up-to-date guidance
Stories of malpractice & deception on the rise
Implications

- Journal has low or no profile among peers
  - Few or no citations
- Paper not indexed or archived
  - Difficult or impossible for peers to find
- Poor publishing experience
  - Work not adequately reviewed or edited
- Damaged reputation
Are you submitting to a trusted journal?
Is it the best one for your work?
✓ Do you or your colleagues know the journal?
✓ Can you identify, and contact, the publisher?
✓ Do you recognize the editorial board?
✓ Are any publication charges clearly stated?
✓ Is the journal clear about the type of peer review it uses?
If you can answer ‘yes’ to all or most of the check list questions
Only then should you submit your article
Choose the right journal for your research

Sharing research results with the world is key to the progress of your discipline and career. But with so many publications, how can you be sure you can trust a particular journal? Follow this check list to make sure you choose trusted journals for your research.

![THINK]

Are you submitting your research to a trusted journal? Is it the right journal for your work?

![CHECK]

Use our check list to assess the journal

![SUBMIT]

Only if you can answer ‘yes’ to the questions on our check list

Sign up for news and updates here:

Full name

Email address

SEND

Latest news

Posters now available
20th November 2015
To help encourage colleagues within your organization to Think. Check. Submit., three new printable posters are now available for download:...Read more...

Think. Check. Submit. at the 2015 Frankfurt Book Fair
15th October 2015
Siân Harris (INASP) discussed Think. Check. Submit. at the Copyright Clearance Center’s Frankfurt Book Fair Town Hall meeting on the...Read more...
...posters
...video
@TCS_Campaign
ISSN Int. Centre @ISSN_IC · 13h
RT @tcs_campaign: Does a journal offer the type of peer review that it claims? Find out how to thinkchecksubmit.org #thinkchecksubmit

Think Check Submit @tcs_campaign · 15h
Does a journal actually offer the type of peer review that it claims? Find out how to check at thinkchecksubmit.org #thinkchecksubmit

RRI Tools @RRITools · Nov 26
[TOOL] 3 new posters to encourage colleagues in your organization to thinkchecksubmit bit.ly/1NgM4gs RRI

#thinkchecksubmit
Interested?

www.thinkchecksubmit.org
feedback@thinkchecksubmit.org
@TCS_Campaign
#thinkchecksubmit
Who?

- ALPSP
- BioMed Central
- DOAJ
- INASP
- ISSN
- LIBER
- OASPA
- SPARC
- Springer Nature
- STM
- Ubiquity Press
- UKSG
• **Visit:** thinkchecksubmit.org, sign-up for news
• **Researchers:** use the list, tell us what you think
• **Librarians:** add check list to faculty resources
• **All:** submit your FAQs via #thinkchecksubmit
• **Publishers...**
• Publishers:
  – link to thinkchecksubmit.org from your website
  – blog about the campaign
  – include in your talks
  – add to your workshops
  – add to your eTOCs